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Critch '77 and Bill Rizzi '76; (C) Chuck Johnson '76; (B) Bill upset win over SAE. Jim Hagadus '78 defends on the play.
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three-divisional meet sailed by

Chi Phi .............. 3 MacGregor'H' . . ...... .0

Biology ............. 4

Baker'B' . ..... 3

Earth & Planetary ....... O


1 11 13 35

Tufts 29 20 79

Wobodin 39 19 30 88

Boston U. 35 29 27 91

MIT 43 38 92

Tufts 23 50 24 97

Southeast Mass. 3156 34 121

The fresh-senior tandem is the first in fourteen years to win a home meet.

earlier that same day, LCA picked up its fourth straight win with a 24-0 decision over FIJI. Dave Wilson '73 was outstanding, scoring two of LCA's three touchdowns, one of them a 50-yard pass from John Czwolosky '6 on the second play of the game and the other in the second quarter on a diving catch in the end zone.

The third touchdown was scored by Arthur Roselli '75 as Czwolosky threw him a twenty-yard pass on a curl in.

Chris Perley '77 was also outstanding as a reeve, catching several passes, including a forty-yarder in the first half. The first six points were scored by kicking specialist Mark Aikbourn '74 who place-kicked three extra points and a field goal, the second of MIT's IM football history (he kicked the first one two weeks ago).

Defensively, John Johnson '74 and Jim Ogletre '76 each intercepted a pass, while Bwxter Jones '76 intercepted two, one of which put an end to an FIJI scoring threat.

LCA's offensive linemen were very effective, opening up holes and holding back FIJI's rush, especially center John Jansm.

Defensively, Mark Penta '77 and Brian Harrington showed the expertise they succeeded several times in sacking Kirk Blanck '76, the FIJI quarterback.

Blanck, however, did a good job. LCA's strong rush. FIJI did get several good drives going, with ends Bill Kellner '77 and Steve Moyers '76 and full back Howie Simmons '76 all contributing to the effort. Defensively, Steve Macaulay '77 intercepted two passes and his brother, Vinco, one.

The success of the football season so far is due to the hard work of Mike Cucchissi '75 and to the several referees who come out each weekend to arbitrate games after game. Representative of these volunteers are the A league referees Cucchissi, Pepe Portocarero '75, Randy Freytor, and Paul Lagan '78 who make sure order is preserved in these highly emotional games.

By Lisa Kolysch

MIT's men's varsity, women's varsity, and freshman sailing teams all competed last weekend, winning no events but placing reasonably high in most of the week's regattas.

On Monday, MIT placed third in the Oberg Trophy Regatta, a three-divisional meet sailed by the greater Boston area schools. MIT and Harvard tied for second, but the Crimson were awarded second on the basis of a tie-breaker. The skippers and

VARSITY Club Lounge. All partici-

pating teams are required to send a representative to one clinic. Anyone else inter-

ested is asked to send a representative from each of these meetings as rules and pay scales will be explained.

by Lila Carone

IM soccer results:

A league

Africaans ........... 4 Arte/Lestro 0

Earth & Planetary ....... 0 Methil 0

Hellenic Athletic Club ....... 6 Theta Chi 1

B league

Baker'B' . ..... 3 Delta Psi 0

Biology ............. 4 Phi 0

DIR .................. 2 AEPi 0

Economics ........... 0 FLF 0

1109 .................. 3 LCA 1

LCA 0

Sigma Chi 0

Nuclear Engineering ........... 0 Conner 'B' 0

FITT .................. 2 Sigma Chi 0

SIGMA Chi 0

SPE 0

C league

DAE 0

Chile .............. 3 Burton S Shmoker 0

Chi Phi .............. 1 MacGregor'W' 0

Corner & 4 5 . Krueger 0

DKE 0

East Campan . . . 4 PK 0

FIJI 0

FIIJ 0

FRS 0

Theta Xi ....... 5 NKSA 2

Martin Luise '78 and Mark Tam-
guay '78. Scores are located in the following table:

Oberg Trophy A B C T

Northern Eastern

11 11 33 35

Harvard 25 20 16 61

MIT 16 25 20 61

Tufts 27 21 23 65

Boston U. 23 23 28 74

Boston College 30 23 27 80

Despite the fact that the men's team placed first in the eliminations for the slop championships held at Coast Guard a few weeks ago, they failed to maintain this record in the finals. The MIT team of skipper Tucker with crew Larry Dubois '76, George Todd '76, and Critch placed sixth in a fleet of six skiffs in Sunday's championships.

The final team scores were: URI 29, Boston College 26, Yale 24, meet in which nine schools were entered (one round-robin meet the number of races sailed is equal to the number of teams entering the regatta).

The MIT team consisted of Admission skipper Ethen Schmidt '77 with crew Letaida Narraro '76, B-division, skippered by Barbara Belt '77 'with crew Sally Hauser '78, Team regatta scores were: Jackson 46, Salem State 66, Rar idge 75, MIT 78, BU 83, Simmons 90, URI 95, Mt. Holyoke 144, Smith 144.
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In the only regatta of the five

teams, the A-division skipper was Ellen Schmidt '78 with crew Loraida Navarros '77 with crew Sally Hauser '78, and B-division, skippered by

Larry Dubois '77 finished in a three-way-tie for second place. The final

team placed first in the division, the keelboat of Alanna Con- mers '78 and Debbie Simonof '77 finished in a three-way tie for

place, with the continents

of Stan Stone '75 and Tongasary placed last in their first attempt at intercollegiate skilling, resulting in an overall 5th place finish.

The invitationals are listed in the following scores:

Harvard-Crew V V F T

Harvard 13 14 25 52

NorthEastern 20 29 79

Wobodin 39 19 30 88

Boston U. 35 29 27 91

MIT 43 38 92

Tufts 23 50 24 97

Southeast Mass. 3156 34 121
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